As the performance badge of an automotive marque steeped in racing tradition, the Quadrifoglio is more than
an emblem or piece of history: it is a legend. Seen for the first time at the Targa Florio road race in Sicily, it
was the hand-painted symbol of luck that pushed Ugo Sivocci in 1923 from his eternal second place finish to
his first Alfa Romeo victory. After an unfortunate turn of events that took Ugo’s life on the track, Alfa Romeo
commemorated the engineering, expertise and unwavering dedication to performance with a white triangle
and a green four-leaf clover on all of its high performance vehicles. Forged through the risk and courage to
design something greater than ourselves, it leaves nothing to chance and everything to the drive of the Italian spirit.
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Defined by Origins

T W O S I D E S O F A L FA R O M E O .

A L E G E N D P R E VA I L S .

Top speed | 283 km/h
0-100 km/h | 3,8 s

Top speed | 307 km/h
0-100 km/h | 3,9 s

Driven by Origins

SINCE 1923.

B U I LT T O C O N Q U E R .

Driven by Vision
In the world of performance, excess can be the greatest enemy, and therein lies the remarkable feat in the crafting of Giulia and Stelvio Quadrifoglio.
“Necessary beauty” became the final word for every sculpted line, curve and feature, which create vehicles final product uniquely impactful.
A diligent use of the highest quality aluminum and real carbon fibre embodies the Alfa Romeo philosophy where every aesthetic feature, from the hood
air vents to rear spoiler, serves an actual performance purpose while demonstrating a truly Italian design.

Driven by Origins

POWERFUL CHARMS.

Driven by Passion

O N E V E RY R OA D
WE ARE OUR OWN COMPETITION.

Defined by Vision

E N T E R I N G A P I LOT ’S
S TAT E O F M I N D .

Performance, precision and strength are immediately transferred to the hands that wrap around the race inspired specific
Quadrifoglio steering wheel*. Perfectly stitched together, the
leather and Alcantara® provide technical comfort and luxury.
The carbon fibre inserts, red push-button start and all-aluminum
steering mounted paddle shifters put the Quadrifoglio racing
spirit front and center, where they belong.
* Specific Quadrifoglio steering wheel is optional

2.9 V6 Bi -Turbo Engine

Driven by Vision

N U M B E R S R E V E A L A PA S S I O N
T H AT B U R N S F R O M W I T H I N .

510

HP

(375 kW) at 6.500 rpm

600

NM

between 2.500 and 5.000 rpm

Driven by Vision
The 100% Alfa Romeo 2.9 V6 Bi -Turbo engine is the heart that powers the Quadrifoglio spirit. Engineered from a single piece of aluminum, the engine
block is the base for an architecture that provokes exceptional performance. Thanks to its uncharacteristically lightweight nature, the engine provides
unrivaled power with surprising efficiency through the Alfa™ Cylinders’ Efficient Management (CEM). Achieving infamy on tracks around the world while
crafting an engine that urns to be driven is the product of a passionate know-how that shapes the entire culture of Alfa Romeo.

Driven by performance

EXCITEMENT
I N E V E RY T U R N .
The Alfa™ DNA Pro lets the driver match the moment with driving mode that suits it best, instantaneously adapting, optimizing and unleashing the
prowess of the Quadrifoglio.

RACE

Disables the stability and traction controls,
maximises performance and enhances the
exhaust sound for sport driving on track.

DYNAMIC

Modifies engine shift mapping for sharper
throttle response, delivers enhanced steering feedback and more reactive braking for
ultimate sport handling.

NATURAL

Torque and suspension are calibrated for maximum efficiency and comfort for daily driving.

ADVANCED EFFICIENCY

Engineered to maximise fuel efficiency and
reduce emissions with functions like sailing
and cylinder deactivation. The most suitable
for low grip conditions.

3 | INTEGRATED BRAKE SYSTEM (IBS)

Driven by performance

This innovative electromechanical
system combines the stability control
and brake system. Not only allowing
a significant reduction in weight, this
device optimizes the feeling of the
brake pedal, guaranteeing an instantaneous response.

P O W E R F U L LY
UNDER CONTROL.
1

4 | TRANSMISSION

2
4
1 | AERODYNAMICS

3

All vehicles worth of the Quadrifoglio
badge are the result of endless hours
of wind tunnel testing to perfect aerodynamics. Giulia features the exclusive Alfa™ Active Aero Splitter, a moving carbon fibre appendix integrated
into the front lower fascia which automatically adjusts to improve aerodynamics and downforce to optimise
grip and stability at any speed.

2

5
6

The trigger-like speed of the new
generation 8-Speed automatic transmission changes its personality
based on the selected driving mode.
Experience the apex of its quickness
and performance in Race mode, it
takes just 150 milliseconds to shift
from one gear to another.
5 | CARBON FIBRE DRIVESHAFT

3

The carbon fibre driveshaft delivers
tangible benefits for both daily and
performance driving. It weighs 7 kg
only and its low torsional spring rate
generates great fuel efficiency and
exceptionally reactive acceleration for
a smoother and more enjoyable drive.

2 | ALFA™ LINK SUSPENSION SYSTEM & ALFA™ ACTIVE SUSPENSION

The all aluminum Alfa™ Link Suspension System interacts with the intelligent Alfa™ Active Suspension to ensure excellent dynamic driving behavior and
precision handling. The front suspension features a double-wishbone system keeps the wheels perfectly perpendicular to the road. The rear suspension
with its Multilink system with four and a half links guarantees the best of both worlds between lateral grip and comfort.
CHASSIS DOMAIN CONTROL (CDC)

As the brain of all the systems, the CDC’s function is to monitor and analyze road conditions and react immediately by changing the vehicles behavior
when needed. The CDC takes real time information from all the onboard systems and instantly transforms the data into a powerful driving experience.

6 | ALFA™ ACTIVE TORQUE VECTORING

Alfa™ Active Torque Vectoring allows
for an optimal torque distribution on
the rear two half-axles thanks to the
two electronically controlled mechanical clutches. It delivers the best
traction and control even at high speeds and on all types of road surfaces.

50

PERFECT BALANCE

50

There can be no compromises on the road to greatness, it all comes down to choices.
The overall lightness is a product of the world class materials used throughout the entire
vehicle: high-strength steel, carbon fibre and aluminum are all distributed decisively that puts
Quadrifoglio in a class of its own with ideal 50-50 weight distribution for both GIulia and
Stelvio. All this works impeccably with its suspension, offering peerless agility and precision
so the driver can feel all 510 horses running in unison.

Driven by performance
Stelvio Quadrifoglio has mastered the art of what you need, when you need it. The Q4 all-wheel-drive
features an Active Transfer Case, delivering both the satisfaction of all four-wheels gripping the road,
and at the same time the performance of a rear-wheel-drive. The Q4 systems distributes torque
on demand, exactly when, where and how it’s needed most. It sends up to 50% of the torque to the
front-wheels, increasing stability and enhancing grip, to guarantee the one of a kind Alfa Romeo driving pleasure. The synergy between performance and stability, guaranteed by the Q4 system, takes
the thrill of driving around a hairpin bend, on an unsurfaced track, a snow-covered straight or when
cornering in driving rain, and transforms it into an enjoyable routine drive.

Defined by Performance

T H E S O U N D O F S O M E T H I N G L E G E N D A R Y.
Akrapovič exhaust system is optional.

Driven by Courage

PERFORMANCE IS WOVEN
I N S I D E E V E RY F I B R E .

Defined by Excellence

SHAPED BY EXPERIENCE
T O D O M I N AT E T H E C U R V E S .

Driven by Excellence

E N C O M PA S S E D B Y S O U N D .

Surrounded by power, Quadrifoglio drives all the senses to be immersed in a world of remarkable performance.
900 Watts are channelled to 14 Harman/Kardon® speakers* and one subwoofer that compliment the tenacity of its
engine with pleasure of your own soundtrack.
*Harman/Kardon® sound system is optional.

Driven by Excellence

D E TA I L S T H AT
C O M M A N D AT T E N T I O N .

To wear the Quadrifoglio badge comes with record-breaking
expectations and high-performance sensations, such as the
Carbonshell Sports seat by Sparco*. The guaranteed comfort
and control for both driver and passenger with hand stitched
real leather and Alcantara® seats are elevated by a race-like
experience that demonstrates performance lies in the details.

MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.

*Carbonshell sport seats by Sparco are optional.

The excellence of Quadrifoglio is never only about its looks, every feature is researched and tested for the comfort of the driver and occupants as well.
Using the highest quality Sport Leather and Alcantara seats, Alfa Romeo has assembled an 8-way power adjustable seat, featuring a 4-way power lumbar
adjustment, power bolster extra thigh support and extendable front cushion to maximize comfort while experiencing unprecedented performance.

Driven by our DNA

U N A P O L O G E T I C A L LY

A L FA R O M E O .

Carbon fibre grill insert is optional.

Driven by Excellence

WHEN AN EVOLUTION OF BEAUTY

MEETS A TRADITION OF PERFORMANCE.

Driven by Emotions

T H E SA M E ST R E E T S W I T H A D I F F E R E N T AT T I T U D E .

Defined by Emotions

O U R S K I L L S G O B E YO N D T H E F I N I S H L I N E .

The new 8.8” Multitouch display is as intuitive and reactive as the rest of Quadrifoglio’s
performance features. Organising apps and widgets has never been quicker than with
the touchscreen or rotary dial. The Alfa™ Connect System features Apple CarPlay
integration, creating a seamless connection for iPhone users, and Android Auto™
support, which ensures great connectivity for all smartphones with the Android
operating system. The driver can also visualize important driving data, warnings and
notifications without ever shifting their eyes thanks to the 7” TFT display.

Defined by Attitude

WELL-APPOINTED.

Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc.
The image refers to Apple CarPlay

Android Auto is a trademark of Google LLC

Driven by Attitude

A HANDS ON
A P P R OAC H .
Craftsmanship comes live in the redesigned center console through cutting edge technology and the remarkable
use of the finest materials. Additional storage space and wireless charger add functionality to a supremely-crafted
tunnel that is an extension of the rest of the interior. Real carbon fibre and world class leather accompany the
driver’s hand throughout as it dominates the road.

COMMAND
Manage and move through all of the various applications and widgets. Scroll through and change
performance features, climate and connected service without ever having to touch the screen.

PREMIUM MULTIMEDIA
SYSTEM ROTARY PAD

CONTROL
The leather-wrapped gear shifter delivers comfort and power as you change through gears.
Highlighted by striking Italian accents, the redesigned console is the performance hub of the interior.

LEATHER-WRAPPED SHIFTER

RECHARGE
The new wireless charger is convenient and ever ready for those who are always on the go.
No more cords and cables. Just place your smartphone in the charging area and you’ll be at 100% in no time.

WIRELESS CHARGER

Defined by Attitude

A N U P G R A D E D STAT E O F D R I V I N G .
Within every interior of Quadrifoglio is a powerful harmony of man and machine that comes
together in magnificent display of Italian craftsmanship. The use of aluminum, carbon fibre, leather
and Alcantara® create an enticing invitation to experience the premium nature of performance.
Touch the leather wrapped dash with a distinctive contrasting stitch, enjoy the warmth of heated
seats all the while holding tight to the lightweight steering wheel with carbon fibre inserts. Stelvio also
maximizes its SUV design with 525 litres of fully usable space adding function to its alluring form.

8 . 8 ” M U LT I T O U C H D I S P L AY
A N D P E R F O R M A N C E PA G E S .
Upgrade your connection with the 2020 Quadrifoglio. The 8.8” multitouch display is
a visual centerpiece of the cockpit. The easy-to-navigate system allows the driver
to use both the touch screen and rotary dial to organize, zoom or change apps.
Thanks to the Alfa™ Connect system with Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay, the
massive display can become a mirror of your smartphone to easily stay connected.
The system also features new Performance Pages giving the driver direct access to
unique performance data and information like torque management, temperatures
and drag race timers. These numbers may not mean something to everyone, but they
mean everything to Alfa Romeo.
• INTERACTIVE WIDGETS
• STRAIGHT LIST FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCES
• MAXIMIZED PREVIEW AREA
• VERTICALLY MAXIMIZED VIEW

HORIZONTAL SWIPE

TOUCH TO ENLARGE THE ICON

TAP TO RESIZE ICON

Defined by Emotions

U N M I STA K E A B L E AT T R ACT I O N
D O E S N ’ T A LWAYS STAY I N T H E L I N E S .

Driven by Emotions

L E AV I N G O U R M A R K .

Driven by Technology

T H E ST R E N GT H TO B E P O W E R E D
BY S O M E T H I N G M O R E .

Alfa Romeo Quadrifoglio is a cornerstone in the automotive world for its uniquely racing
centric history and philosophy. In a moment when technology seems to go beyond the power
of human intuition, Alfa Romeo has worked diligently to do the opposite. Through the use
of leading technologies and cutting edge automated driving systems, Quadrifoglio enhances
the driver’s ability reaching the second level of autonomous driving. By putting passion and
pleasure at the forefront of every millisecond behind the wheel Alfa Romeo has created a
safer and more exciting driving experience.

AUTONOMOUS DRIVING LEVEL 2

LANE KEEPING ASSIST
Lane Keeping Assist alerts the driver if the
vehicle is straying out if its lane and provides a
corrective action to help automatically correct
the vehicle’s path and direct it back into the lane.

TRAFFIC JAM
& HIGHWAY ASSIST
The vehicle will help you stay calm and concentrated
while behind the wheel thanks to Traffic Jam &
Highway Assist. Through a camera mounted on
the rear bumper and multiple sensors, the system
helps you stay in your lane, keep safe distance with
the vehicle in front of you, on both city streets and
the highway.

TRAFFIC SIGN RECOGNITION WITH
INTELLIGENT SPEED CONTROL

The vehicle comes equipped with a state-of-the-art
Traffic Sign Recognition and an intelligent speed
advisor that alerts drivers to changes in the legal
speed limit. If the Active Cruise Control is activated,
the speed is automatically adjusted touching
steering wheel controls.

ACTIVE BLIND SPOT ASSIST

There are portions in the rear of the vehicle that
are commonly known as a blind spot, which is
when another vehicle is there it is temporarily
invisible to the side mirrors. The Active Blind
Spot Assist continuously monitors the rear blind
zones on both sides of the vehicle, alerting you
when you are attempting to move into a lane that
is already occupied. In addition to the alert, the
system also delivers a steering correction to help
avoid collisions with vehicles hidden in your blind spot.

HILL DESCENT CONTROL

This systems maintains the vehicle at a constant
speed while descending by automatically operating the brakes. In this way, stability and safety
are ensured even in conditions of poor grip on
steep slopes.

FORWARD COLLISION WARNING
WITH AUTONOMOUS EMERGENCY BRAKE

The Autonomous Emergency Brake notifies the
driver with visual and audible alerts when it senses
a potential frontal impact. If the driver doesn’t
respond, and the risk of a collision continues, the
vehicle can automatically brake and bring the
vehicle to a full stop.

PARK ASSIST

AUTOMATIC HIGH BEAM

The system uses a camera mounted on the rear
bumper and front and rear sensors to notify
you when obstacles are in your path. Audiovisual
indicators and the dynamic grid on the display
help you to avoid accidents during parking.

Outdoor light can change quickly, whether in a
tunnel or because of sudden adverse weather or
sunset. The Automatic High-Beam Headlamps
automatically and quickly switch from high beams
to low beams depending on lighting conditions.

DRIVER ATTENTION ASSIST

ACTIVE CRUISE CONTROL

During long drives some times it is necessary to
take a break. The Multi-Touch Display program
monitors the movements of the vehicle and the
drowsiness of the driver and warns him or her
through alert signals and the symbol of a cup on the
TFT display and encourages them to pullover and rest.

The Active Cruise Control allows you set your the
cruising speed of your vehicle. It also automatically
corrects itself when the speed changes or when the
safe distance between two vehicles isn’t respected.

INTERIORS

Black/Red interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and red stitching

Black/Ice interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and white/green stitching

Black interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and dark grey stitching

Black interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and red stitching

Black interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and white/green stitching

INTERIORS

Black/Red interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and red stitching

Black/Ice interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and white/green stitching

Black interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and dark grey stitching

Black interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and red stitching

Black interior with black leather
wrapped dashboard and white/green stitching

G I U L I A A N D S T E LV I O S E A T S

Black leather/Alcantara® sport seats with black stitchings, black seat belts, black dashboard
and door panels. (Available also with red or green seat belts)

Black leather/Alcantara® sport seats with red stitchings, red seat belts, bi-tone black/red
dashboard and door panels. (Available also with black seat belts and black dashboard)

Black leather/Alcantara® sport seats with white/green stitchings, green seat belts, bi-tone
black/white dashboard and door panels. (Available also with black seat belts and black dashboard)

Black leather sport seats with black stitchings, black seat belts, black dashboard and door
panels. (Available also with red or green seat belts)

Black leather/Alcantara® Sparco® seats with black stitchings, black seat belts, black dashboard
and door panels. (Available also with red or green seat belts)

Black leather/Alcantara® Sparco® seats with red stitchings, red seat belts, bi-tone black/red
dashboard and door panels. (Available also with black seat belts and black dashboard)

Black leather/Alcantara® Sparco® seats with white/green stitchings, green seat belts, bi-tone
black/white dashboard and door panels. (Available also with black seat belts and black dashboard)

Red leather sport seats with red stitchings, red seat belts, bi-tone black/red dashboard and door
panels. (Available also with black seat belts and black dashboard)

BRAKES

Carbon-ceramic brake disks
Black Brake Calipers
(optional)

Carbon-ceramic brake disks
Anodised Brake Calipers
(optional)

Carbon-ceramic brake disks
Red Brake Calipers
(optional)

Carbon-ceramic brake disks
Yellow Brake Calipers
(optional)

GIULIA WHEELS

S T E LV I O W H E E L S

73Z - 19’’ - dark alloy wheels

5ER - 19’’ - alloy wheels

5YN - 20’’ - dark alloy wheels

5ER - 20’’ - alloy wheels

5YN - 19’’ - dark alloy wheels

74A - 19’’ - alloy wheels

1LS - 21’’ - dark alloy wheels

1M3 - 21’’ - alloy wheels

Driven by Colours

E V E RY P I LOT D R E A M S I N R E D .

C O LO U R S

756 - Misano Blue

414 - Alfa Red

092 - Montecarlo Blue

408 - Vulcano Black

646 - Montreal Green

437 - GT Junior Ocra

035 - Vesuvio Grey

620 - Silverstone Grey

361 - Competizione Red

248 - Trofeo White

C O LO U R S

756 - Misano Blue

414 - Alfa Red

092 - Montecarlo Blue

408 - Vulcano Black

646 - Montreal Green

437 - GT Junior Ocra

035 - Vesuvio Grey

620 - Silverstone Grey

361 - Competizione Red

248 - Trofeo White

T E C H N I C A L D ATA G I U L I A
ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

T E C H N I C A L D ATA S T E LV I O

2.9 V6 Bi-TURBO 510 HP

BRAKES

Type

V6 90° all aluminum

Bore x stroke (mm)

86,5 x 82

Displacement (cm3)

2891

Compression ratio

9,3 : 1

Maximum power kW (HP) @ rpm

375 (510) @ 6500

Maximum torque Nm (kgm) @ rpm

600 (61) @ 2500 – 5000

Active engine management

Cylinder deactivation; Start&Stop system

Rear wheel drive

Gearbox

8-speed automatic

Top speed (km/h)

307

Acceleration: 0 – 100 km/h (s)

3,9

Type

V6 90° all aluminum

Vented front rotors, size (mm)

360 x 32 (390 x 34) *

Vented rear rotors, size (mm)

350 x 28 (360 x 28) *

Bore x stroke (mm)

86,5 x 82

Vented rear rotors, size (mm)

350 x 28 (360 x 28) *

Braking distance 100 – 0 km/h (m)

32

Displacement (cm3)

2891

Braking distance 100 – 0 km/h (m)

36,5

Compression ratio

9,31 : 1

WHEELS AND TIRES

Maximum power kW (HP) @ rpm

375 (510) @ 6500

Maximum torque Nm (kgm) @ rpm

600 @ 2500 - 5000

Active engine management

Cylinder deactivation; Start&Stop system

WHEELS AND TIRES
Front wheels (in)

8,5J x 19

Rear wheels (in)

10J x 19

Front tires (mm)

245/35 R19 93Y

Rear tires (mm)

285/30 R19 98Y

TRANSMISSION

SUSPENSIONS

PERFORMANCE

Front

Alfa™ Link double-wishbone with semi-virtual steering axle

Rear

Alfa™ Link with vertical rod

AERODYNAMICS

FUEL CONSUMPTIONS - EMISSIONS

BRAKES

360 x 32 (390 x 34) *

Vented front rotors, size (mm)

TRANSMISSION
Drive system

ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

2.9 V6 Bi-TURBO 510 HP

Drag coefficient (Cd)

0,32

Lift coefficient (Cl)

–0,1 **

Urban cycle consumption (l/100 km)

11,3

Extra–urban cycle consumption (l/100 km)

7,3

CAPACITIES AND WEIGHTS

Combined cycle consumption (l/100 km)

8,9

Boot capacity (liters)

480

CO2 emissions (g/km)

206

Fuel tank (liters)

Enviromental classification

Euro 6d-TEMP

Kerb Weight (kg)

Drive system

Q4 all-wheel drive

Gearbox

8-speed automatic

283

Acceleration: 0 – 100 km/h (s)

3,8

12,4

Extra–urban cycle consumption (l/100 km)

8,2

Combined cycle consumption (l/100 km)

9,8

58

CO2 emissions (g/km)

222

1620

Enviromental classification

Euro 6d-TEMP

Rear wheels (in)

10J x 20

Front tires (mm)

255/45 R20 101Y

Rear tires (mm)

285/40 R20 104Y

Front

Alfa™ Link double-wishbone with semi-virtual steering axle

Rear

Alfa™ Link with 4-and-a-half links

CAPACITIES AND WEIGHTS

FUEL CONSUMPTIONS - EMISSIONS
Urban cycle consumption (l/100 km)

9J x 20

SUSPENSIONS

PERFORMANCE
Top speed (km/h)

Front wheels (in)

Boot capacity (liters)

525

Fuel tank (liters)

64

Kerb Weight (kg)

1830
* With carbon - ceramic brakes (opt)

* With carbon - ceramic brakes (opt)
** With Alfa Active Aero Splitter activated
The CO2 and fuel consumption values are determined on the basis of the measurement / correlation method referring to the NEDC cycle as per Regulation (EU) 2017/1152-1153.
The CO2 and fuel consumption values obtained according to applicable regulation are indicated in order to allow the comparison of vehicle data. The homologation values of CO2 and fuel consumption may not reflect the actual values of CO2 and fuel consumption, which depend on many
factors related, by way of example but not limitation, to the driving style, the route, the weather and road conditions, the condition, use and equipment of the vehicle.
The indicated value of CO2 and fuel consumption refers to the versions of the vehicle with the highest and the lowest values. Those values may change with the subsequent configuration depending on equipment selected and/or size of tires selected.
The indicated values of CO2 and fuel consumption are not definitive and may evolve as a result of changes in the production cycle; more up-to-date values will be available at the selected official dealer of the FCA network.
In any case, the official values of CO2 and fuel consumption of the vehicle purchased by the customer will be provided with the documents accompanying the vehicle.
In cases where the values of CO2 and fuel consumption are relevant for the purposes of calculating taxes and duties related to the vehicle, reference should be made to the applicable laws in each country.

1426

1681

The CO2 and fuel consumption values are determined on the basis of the measurement / correlation method referring to the NEDC cycle as per Regulation (EU) 2017/1152-1153.
The CO2 and fuel consumption values obtained according to applicable regulation are indicated in order to allow the comparison of vehicle data. The homologation values of CO2 and fuel consumption may not reflect the actual values of CO2 and fuel consumption, which depend on many factors related,
by way of example but not limitation, to the driving style, the route, the weather and road conditions, the condition, use and equipment of the vehicle.
The indicated value of CO2 and fuel consumption refers to the versions of the vehicle with the highest and the lowest values. Those values may change with the subsequent configuration depending on equipment selected and/or size of tires selected.
The indicated values of CO2 and fuel consumption are not definitive and may evolve as a result of changes in the production cycle; more up-to-date values will be available at the selected official dealer of the FCA network.
In any case, the official values of CO2 and fuel consumption of the vehicle purchased by the customer will be provided with the documents accompanying the vehicle.
In cases where the values of CO2 and fuel consumption are relevant for the purposes of calculating taxes and duties related to the vehicle, reference should be made to the applicable laws in each country.
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1873
2024

1607

866

2818
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1622
1955

1675

STANDA RD C O N T E N T S
GIULIA Q

STELVIO Q

19” lightweight aluminum wheels

EXTERIOR

⚫

−

20” Quadrifoglio aluminium wheels

−

⚫

Anodized brake calipers

⚫

Bi-Xenon headlamps 35W with Adaptive
Frontlight System (AFS)

SAFETY

O P T I O N AL
GIULIA Q

GIULIA Q

STELVIO Q

GIULIA Q

STELVIO Q

⚫

8 speaker audio system

⚫

⚫

19” dark lightweight aluminum wheels

⚪

−

Power Seats Pack

Navigation Pack

Alfa Connected Services

⚫

⚫

19” bright Quadrifoglio aluminum wheels

⚪

−

Power bolster

⚫

⚫

Alfa™ Active Aero

⚫

−

19” dark Quadrifoglio aluminum wheels

⚪

−

8.8" Color multitouchdisplay with
navigation

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

⚫

⚫

Alfa™ Active Suspension

⚫

⚫

20” dark aluminum wheels

−

⚪

Driver & Passenger Seat - 8-Way Power +
4-Way Power Lumbar Adjust

Forward Collision Warning (FCW)

⚫

⚫

Alfa™ Active Torque Vectoring

⚫

⚫

21” dark aluminum wheels

−

Integrated Brake System (IBS)

⚫

⚫

Alfa™ Chassis Domain Control (CDC)

⚫

⚫

21” silver aluminum wheels

Lane Departure Warning (LDW)

⚫

⚫

Alfa™ Cylinders’ Efficient Management (CEM)*

⚫

⚫

Tire inflation kit

⚫

⚫

Alfa™ DNA Pro (with Race Mode)

⚫

⚫

230V/50HZ auxiliary power outlet in trunk

⚫

⚫

Autonomous Emergency Brake (AEB) with
pedestrian detection
Blind Spot Monitoring (BSM) with rear
cross-path detection

⚫

⚫

Black gloss DLO

⚫

⚫

Covered underbody

⚫

−

Dark miron rear badge

⚫

⚫

Dark miron trilobo insert

⚫

⚫

Functional rear air diffuser

⚫

−

Headlamp washer

⚫

⚫

Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS)
COMFORT

STELVIO Q

⚫

⚫

GIULIA Q

STELVIO Q

TECHNOLOGY

OPTIONAL

PACK
PACK

−

⚪

⚪

⚪

Front heated seats

Trunk net

⚪/P

⚪

Ambient light pack

⚪

Premium Branded Speaker Group:
15 speakers w/ subwoofer

⚪

Sound Theatre

Alfa™ Rotary Pad

⚫

⚫

Apple CarPlay / Android Auto™

⚫

⚫

Akrapovic exhaust system

Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)

⚫

⚫

Hill Descent Control

−

⚫

Alfa™ Connect 3D NAV 8.8’’ (Radio,
Navigatore 3D, Mp3, Aux-in, Bluetooth)*

Start & Stop system

⚫

⚫

Black painted roofbars

−

⚪

Carbon-ceramic brake disks

⚪

⚪

Carbonshell sport seats by Sparco
with power adjustable height

⚪

⚪

Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)

⚪

⚪

Exposed carbon fiber roof

⚪

−

Painted calipers (red, yellow, black)

⚪

⚪

Power sunroof

−

⚪

Privacy glass (2nd door back)

⚪

⚪

Quadrifoglio leather and Alcantara® steering
wheel with carbon fiber inserts

⚪

⚪

Lane keep assist

Smokers kit

⚪

⚪

Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)

⚪
⚪

⚫

⚫

40/20/40 rear bench

⚫

⚫

⚫

⚫

5-seater homologation

⚫

⚫

Specific LED tail & brake lamps

⚫

⚫

Athermal windshield

⚫

⚫

Cruise control / speed limiter

⚫

⚫

Dual-zone automatic climate control with
AQS function (Air Quality System)

⚫

⚫

Dusk sensor / rain sensor

⚫

⚫

Electric parking brake

⚫

⚫

Exterior door handle lights

P

⚫

Front and rear parking sensor

⚫

⚫

Interior rearview mirror with electrochromic
autodimming

⚫

⚫

Keyless Entry

P

⚫

⚫

Power folding outside rearview mirrors with
electrochromic autodimming

⚫

⚫

Trunk adjustable rail

−

⚪

Traffic jam assist

Power tailgate

−

⚫

Trunk net/grid

P

⚪

Intelligent speed control

Rain-sensing wipers

⚫

⚫

Rearview camera with dynamic grid lines

⚫

⚫

Vehicle theft alarm, hood protection
& intrusion sensor

⚪

⚪

⚫

Quadrifoglio badge

⚫

⚫

Quadrifoglio specific bumpers

⚫

⚫

Sideskirts with carbon fiber insert

⚫

−

Specific 4-way exhaust tip

⚫

⚫

GIULIA Q

STELVIO Q

Leather/Alcantara® 6-way manual front seats

⚫

⚫

7" TFT color cluster display

⚫

⚫

Interior ambient lighting

⚫

⚫

INTERIOR

Carbon fiber inserts on dashboard, central
tunnel and door panels

⚫

Leather wrapped dashboard and door panels

⚫

⚫

IP storage (driver side)

P

⚫

Aluminum door sill scuff plates

⚫

⚫

Aluminum shift paddles

⚫

⚫

Aluminum sport pedals

⚫

⚫

Red engine start button on steering wheel

⚫

⚫

Quadrifoglio steering wheel

⚫

⚫

Trunk net hooks

Sound Theatre by H/K

Ambient light pack

GIULIA Q

STELVIO Q

⚪

⚪

⚪

−

⚪

−

Wireless charger
Cargo convenience pack

LED DRL

−

⚪

PACK

⚪

Hood with air intakes

Painted wheel arch

⚪

STELVIO Q

Heated steering wheel (bundle with Heated
Seat and Power Leather)

Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop&Go
Function (ACC)

* Allows for the deactivation of three cylinders in specific conditions, for maximum
efficiency and reduction of fuel consumption. Not available in RACE mode.

GIULIA Q

Grocery bag hook
⚪

⚪

Convenience pack
Exterior door handle courtesy light
IP storage (driver side)

−

⚪

⚪

⚪

⚪

⚪

Passive entry (front doors)

Mid level audio
Driver Assistance Pack
Active blind spot
Driver attention alert
Lane keep assist
Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)
Driver Assistance Pack Plus
Active blind spot
Driver attention alert

Active cruise control
Highway Assist System (HAS)

* 3 years free map update included

Standard ⚫

Optional ⚪

Not available −

Pack P

MY ASSISTANT
To receive alerts and assistance in the event
of an accident or breakdown concerning
your Alfa Romeo.
MY REMOTE
To find and control your Alfa Romeo
at all times.
MY CAR
To monitor and take care of your
Alfa Romeo.
MY NAVIGATION
To receive real-time information on traffic
conditions, weather and speed cameras
along your route.
MY WI-FI
Surf the Internet and connect multiple
devices to your Alfa Romeo
at the same time.
MY THEFT ASSISTANCE
To receive help and assistance in the
event of theft and recovery of your
Alfa Romeo.

MY ALFA CONNECT
ALFA ROMEO

Artwork Mark Version
AW Printed Version CMYK

CMYK

AC
08 05 15

AC

Download the My Alfa Connect mobile app or
go to the official Alfa Romeo website to take
advantage of all the services.

A L FA TO P C A R E
The vehicle offers its owners an exclusive set of services:

VALET SERVICE
Pick–up and drop–off of the vehicle at home
for the first two scheduled maintenance appointments.
PICK–UP&GO
In case of emergency, the vehicle will be substituted on the spot,
allowing the client to immediately continue his journey
COURTESY VEHICLE
Provided for every repair, while the car is under warranty;
a courtesy vehicle is always available.
DEDICATED HELP–LINE
A skilled operator is available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week for information or roadside assistance.
The availability of services could vary depending on the market.

SERV I C ES
Mopar is the global FCA brand in service of Alfa Romeo vehicles for all the customer Aftersales services: Authentic Accessories and Genuine Parts, Customer Care and Assistance into Authorized Dealerships, Extended
®
Warranty and Maintenance Plans, Connected Services.

ALFA ROMEO CUSTOMER SERVICE
Call Alfa Romeo free of charge on 00800 2532 0000* from most European countries. Our Roadside
Assistance team is at your service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year for: • Towing or roadside assistance
in the event of accident or breakdown • Information about our service network • Free passenger
return (or continuation of journey) service • Payment of hotel expenses • Repaired car pick-up • Cash
advance • Dispatch of spare parts. If you contact Alfa Romeo Customer Service, you can also request
information about our models, services and Dealership Network. You can also book a test drive of

any car you like. For any requirements or needs related to using your car or our assistance services,
Alfa Romeo is here for you.

* Remember to check the call costs with your phone provider when calling from abroad or mobile
phones.

FINANCE PACKAGES AND INSURANCE SERVICES
FCA Bank is the bank dedicated to motorists that has worked in the car financing industry with
dynamism and professionalism for over 90 years. Whether you are a private customer, professionals
or run your own business, FCA BANK offers you the best and most flexible financial solutions to
facilitate your forthcoming purchase of an Alfa Romeo so that you can drive it away. With FCA
BANK you can combine your finance or leasing package with high value-added insurance services
tailored to meet your requirements: fire and theft, collision and fully comprehensive insurance,
extended warranty, and windscreen or vehicle security marking Moreover FCA Bank proposes

long-term rental as ideal solution for companies, professionals and private individuals who want
to benefit from a new vehicle without the burden of ownership and the duties that this involves.
However you choose to experience mobility, FCA BANK can satisfy your needs with financial and
leasing packages combined with exclusive services.

Visit www.fcabankgroup.com for full details

KEEP YOUR ALFA ROMEO IN TIP-TOP CONDITION WITH MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION
Mopar Vehicle Protection knows that your vehicle needs different care at different points in its life, that is why we have designed a range of services tailored for you and your car by Mopar , the Official Service Partner
®
®
of Alfa Romeo. Our aim is to ensure that your driving experience will be always pleasant and reassuring, with your vehicle in a perfect shape just like the first day you bought it. Subscribe to one of the MVP plans directly
when purchasing a Stelvio and include it (if desired) in the FCA Bank financial offer or within subscription terms of each product. MVP guarantees that all service operations are performed with genuine parts by highly
qualified and specialized technicians in authorized Stelvio repair facilities, all over Europe. Select the service plan that suits your driving habits best.
MAXIMUM CARE: 100% PEACE OF MIND, WHEREVER YOUR JOURNEY TAKES YOU
The service plan built to cover all mechanical and electrical components, beyond the factory warranty.
Subscribe to a MAXIMUM CARE program within 24 months after vehicle registration and continue
benefitting from the expert care that only Alfa Romeo can offer you and is completely flexible. This plan
offers you complete peace of mind throughout the period you desire to extend your warranty for.

EASY CARE: FIX THE PRICE OF YOUR REGULAR SERVICING
The plan with the right mix of expertise, value and convenience for you. This service plan is designed to be
a simple way to budget your vehicle’s servicing requirements and ensuring your vehicle never misses a vital
service interval. Subscribe to the Easy Care plan before the first chargeable service and guarantee you get
the maximum life out of your vehicle.

PEACE OF MIND AND SAFETY WITH VARIOUS SOLUTIONS DEPENDING ON THE AGE
AND MILEAGE OF YOUR VEHICLE

SOLUTIONS DEPENDING ON VEHICLE AGE AND MILEAGE

YEARS IN ADDITION TO THE 2-YEAR CONTRACTUAL
WARRANTY

+1 YEAR

+2 YEARS

+3 YEARS

OPTION 1

45,000 km

60,000 km

75,000 km

OPTION 2

90,000 km

120,000 km

OPTION 3

120,000 km

160,000 km

AGE OF THE CAR

2 YEARS

3 YEARS

4 YEARS

5 YEARS

OPTION 1

30,000 km

45,000 km

60,000 km

75,000 km

150,000 km

OPTION 2

60,000 km

90,000 km

120,000 km

150,000 km

200,000 km

OPTION 3

80,000 km

120,000 km

160,000 km

200,000 km

MOPAR - FLEET & BUSINESS AFTER SALES SOLUTIONS
FREE PHONE NUMBER*
Call ALFA INFOMORE for information on products
and services and to ask for roadside assistance
(24 hours a day, 7 days a week).
*Remember to check the cost of the call if you call from abroad or from a mobile phone.

WEB
m y A l fa R o m e o
Take care of your passion in one click.
Join us on my.alfaromeo.com:
all services you need to turn your Alfa Romeo into pure emotion.

E-COMMERCE
Visit the
Alfa Romeo on-line store at
https://moparstore.co.uk/

DISCOVER THE DEDICATED AFTERSALES SERVICES DESIGNED TO SUPPORT YOU AND YOUR BUSINESS.
Mopar Fleet& Business services offers you perfect solutions that optimize your business activities and give you privileged services reducing you vehicles’ downtime. Our set of services provides a range of special
®
benefits to help with your vehicle needs, making servicing manageable for all our Fleet& Business customers, as well as making sure that you enjoy a consistent, helpful and worry-free experience whenever you’re in
contact with us.

PRE-PAID TAILORMADE SERVICE CONTRACTS

PAY-PER-USE SERVICE CONTRACTS

Subscribe to any of the tailored plans offered to Mopar Vehicle Protection,
®
to help you maintain your business vehicle in tip-top condition.

Our customers stipulates a contract which determines lower rates and predefined discounts:
a single monthly invoicing service for the entire fleet car parc.

A U T H E N T I C A C C E S S O R I E S P O W E R E D B Y M O PA R

Racing livery
Available for Giulia

®

Illuminated carbon fibre door sills

Akrapovič carbon fibre exhaust

Carbon fibre side mirror covers

Carbon fibre grill insert

Available for Giulia

Available for Giulia and Stelvio

Available for Giulia and Stelvio

Available for Giulia and Stelvio

Racing livery
Available for Stelvio

ALFA ROMEO

Artwork Mark Version
AW Printed Version CMYK

CMYK

AC

AC

08 05 15

Driven by performance

F E E L T H E PA S S I O N
TO G O F U RT H E R .
Dream of tackling a corner at the perfect angle or perfectly switching gears on a straightaway to reach
top speed at the perfect moment? Thanks to Accademia di Guida Alfa Romeo, all of this can come true,
and much more. Discover the indescribable feeling of having an entire competition track to yourself
with some of the world’s best pilots teaching you all the in’s and out’s, headed by the incomparable
Andrea De Adamich, former Alfa Romeo racing driver.
There are five courses, eached named after some of Alfa Romeo’s most iconic vehicles:
•
•
•
•
•

CORSO VELOCE
CORSO QUADRIFOGLIO
CORSO WTCR HIGH PERFORMANCE
CORSO TT – TRACK & TERRAIN
CORSO Q4 – ICE & SNOW

In each of these courses, participants won’t just learn how to drive fast, but also how to dominate the road.
Exciting, engaging and full of adrenaline, you’ll have the opportunity of a lifetime to drive an Alfa Romeo
and push it to its limits, with all the safety and professionalism of an organization with 30-years of
experience in driving courses.
For all information and booking, visit www.alfaromeo.com

QUADRIFOGLIO
SPECIALIST
A Quadrifoglio is not made for everyone. Give
your vehicle the very best by finding your nearest
Quadrifoglio specialist. These dedicated points
share the same passion you have for your vehicle,
and can support you with the choice of maintenance plans, tuning and all other information.
For all information, visit www.alfaromeo.com
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HISTORY

WHAT STARTED AS LUCK
BECAME A TRADITION
OF EXCELLENCE.

Alfa Romeo was born in 1910, but the Quadrifoglio came to life in 1923 and
took on a life of its own. Ugo Sivocci was a part of the Alfa Romeo racing team,
which at the time had the world’s best drivers. The competition was difficult, and
Ugo struggled to find the checkered flag in first position. Before the grueling
Targa Florio, a dangerous road race through the mountains of Sicily, Ugo decided
to paint on a four-leaf-clover, the Quadrifoglio, as many fighter pilots had
done on their planes. As fate would have it, he narrowly crossed the line first,
and won his first race, but his racing career would tragically come to an end.

Ugo passed away months later in an accident in Monza and to commemorate
him and his passion for Alfa Romeo, the brand decided to take the hand painted
symbol and transform it into an badge of prestige and performance. The
Quadrifoglio’s history is steeped in racing lore, claiming victories at the first ever
Grand Prix World Championships in 1925, the first two modern Formula One
World Championships as well as two more world titles in 1975 and 1977. The
same drive for excellence emerges in Alfa Romeo Quadrifoglio’s DNA, bringing a
rich history to the present as it accelerates to a new future.

WHERE HISTORY
AND FUTURE MEET.

Lines that have changed the way we imagine design. Cars and drivers who set the pace for
competition on the track. Technologies that have redefined the standards of innovation.
Beauty, speed, robustness and steady production. All of this is Alfa Romeo’s legacy.
It’s driving passion. It’s evolution. It’s our heart.
La Macchina del Tempo, Museo Storico Alfa Romeo will guide you through this extraordinary
all-Italian story. Six floors of history binding past, present and future and celebrating
the achievements of an extraordinary brand, its vehicles, technology and style.

museoalfaromeo.com
Open every day from 10am to 6pm
Closed on Tuesdays
@museoalfaromeo

viale Alfa Romeo
20020 Arese (MI)

02

DESIGN

03

MANUFACTURING

BUILDING ON WHAT
WE KNOW, TO CREATE
SOMETHING NEVER
BEFORE SEEN.

Crafting a vehicle worthy of both the Alfa Romeo logo and Quadrifoglio badge
is a monumental undertaking. The precision necessary on the road is, at the
very least, exponentially greater during the design process and manufacturing.
In 2012, the Centro Stile, the epicenter of design for FCA, gained access to
the unbelievable treasure of Alfa Romeo’s Heritage. Their challenge was
straightforward yet complex. How can Alfa Romeo bring their timeless sense

of emotion, passion and power into the 21st century? From that moment
forward, the design process for Giulia and then Stelvio Quadrifoglio began to
take their physical shapes. Inspired by a rich history of automotive excellence
and driven by the desire to create vehicles that deliver on the long standing
performance promise of Alfa Romeo, Quadrifoglio officially carries the torch
of the perfect blend of aesthetic beauty and a masterpiece in engineering.

04

LIMITED EDITION

THE CORONATION
OF A NEW ERA OF FAST.

Special moments mark history, and we have made it our job to make sure
they are remembered forever. Through a series of limited edition vehicles,
Alfa Romeo has commemorated two extremely important thresholds in
the legacy of Quadrifoglio. First, in 2016 Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio,
followed by its counterpart Stelvio Quadrifoglio did what at the time was
unthinkable: break the single lap record at the infamous Nürburgring track
in Germany. After sending shock waves through the entire automotive
world, Alfa Romeo decided to immortalize the epic feat and celebrate
the 108th anniversary of Alfa Romeo by creating 108 numbered vehicles

from both Giulia and Stelvio Quadrifoglio. Characterized by its one-ofa-kind grey and dark accents, a single moment became a collector’s item.
2018 marked the return of Alfa Romeo in the pinnacle of motorsport as
the Alfa Romeo Racing F1 team. Partnering with the Sauber, Alfa Romeo
returned to where it belongs with an unmistakable look and style all its own.
To celebrate this milestone, Alfa Romeo launched the limited Alfa Romeo
Racing edition for Giulia and Stelvio Quadrifoglio. With only 50 units
produced, these celebrative cars feature 520 hp, the exclusive Akrapovič
exhaust system and the specific Alfa Romeo Racing livery.

A S TA C K E D D E C K .

Data, descriptions, illustrations and services are intended solely as a guide and product characteristics may differ from those represented, sometimes for manufacturing reasons.
Alfa Romeo reserves the right to make any changes to its products. Some of the features described and/or photographed in this brochure are options. Refer to the price list for full information.
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